Thermal analysis of IRT-T reactor fuel elements
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Abstract. The article describes the method and results of thermo-physical calculations of IRT-T reactor core. Heat fluxes, temperatures of cladding, fuel meat and coolant were calculated for height of core, azimuth directions of FA and each fuel elements in FA. Average calculated values of uniformity factor of energy release distribution for height of fuel assemblies were shown in this research. Onset nucleate boiling temperature and ONB-ratio were calculated. Shows that temperature regimes of fuel elements at rated power of the reactor keep within limit values and meet safety requirements. Obtained results could be applied at feasibility study of increasing thermal power of IRT-T research reactor to 12 MW level.

1. Introduction
IRT-T research reactor uses IRT-3M type fuel assemblies in the reactor core [1]. The technical report of IRT-3M safety provision gives the values of the following parameters:

- inlet coolant temperature — 45 °C;
- outlet pressure — 133 kPa;
- pressure drop — 37 kPa.

The values of nonuniformity of energy release at ~220 kW/m² average heat flux density can reach ~2 times higher than the maximum values due to sufficiently high heterogeneity of materials arrangement in the reactor core. Therefore, in order to establish correspondence of thermal parameters of fuel elements to passport values it is needed to determine values of nonuniformity of energy release over fuel assemblies and reactor core. For this purpose, it was used MCU-PTR software designed for precision neutron-physical calculations [2]. Distributions of energy release were obtained as a result of three-dimensional calculations, also, the most stressed fuel assemblies and most stressed areas in them (directions) were selected.

2. The method of calculation of thermal-physical parameters
Thermal analysis was carried out for steady state of reactor core at rated power (6 MW) in accordance with specially designed method [3].

The distributions of energy release over calculation cells, height and azimuth of all fuel assemblies of reactor core were obtained as a result of neutron-physical calculation. 8-tube and 6-tube fuel assemblies with the most stressed parameters were used for the calculation. These distributions were input data to carry out thermal analysis.

Coolant temperature distribution and temperature distribution of fuel element’s wall over the height of the most stressed fuel assemblies were calculated within approximation of one-dimensional cylindrical channel with coaxial fuel elements. Inlet coolant temperature, pressure and pressure drop in reactor core were set constant [4].
The results of calculation over height areas of the most stressed azimuth and height direction of fuel assemblies determined:
- coolant temperature between fuel elements;
- fuel element’s wall temperature;
- temperature of cladding-core border of fuel elements;
- maximum temperature of fuel element’s core;
- surface boiling point;
- surface boiling safety margin;
- heat fluxes from fuel element’s surface;
- coolant heating over each ring area between fuel elements.

3. Calculation models for fuel assemblies
Thermal regime of fuel assemblies was calculated by using ASTRA software [5], designed for calculation of fuel assemblies with tubular coaxial fuel elements. The software makes it possible to calculate distribution of heat fluxes from fuel element’s surface, distribution of coolant temperatures in the gaps between fuel elements, distribution of outer surface temperatures of fuel elements, distribution of temperatures of a contact between cladding and core of the fuel elements, as well as distributions of maximum temperatures of fuel elements’ cores over the height of reactor core. The software also allows carrying out calculation for direct flow as well as for Field scheme flow of the coolant.

Distributions of temperature over the volume of cylindrical models for the most stressed fuel assemblies in \((r,z)\)-geometry were obtained by using ASTRA software. The influence of azimuth unevenness of energy release in these fuel assemblies was estimated by using distributions of energy release of the most stressed directions in the model.

The calculation of three-dimensional fuel assembly was carried out by using two-dimensional ASTRA software with the following conditions:
- Perimeters of cross-section, cladding thickness and core thickness should be preserved since heat flux is moving across fuel elements’ walls. This condition cannot be fulfilled for all the gaps and fuel elements. However, since in the most stressed conditions generally works the outer fuel element, its perimeters of cross-section were preserved along with cladding thickness, core thickness and thickness of the surrounding gaps with the coolant.
- Thicknesses of areas were preserved for the rest fuel elements and gaps.
- Azimuth unevenness of energy release distribution was taken into account as follows: radial distributions of energy release over eight azimuths with 45° step (see Figure 2, 3) was obtained; averaged radial distribution of energy release was used to calculate coolant heating; the distribution with maximum irregularity factor was used for calculation of the most stressed parameters [6].

4. Calculation results
During the reactor operation, the fuel burns up and distributions of energy release over reactor height and over cross section of reactor core are evened. Therefore, maximum values of heat flux densities from fuel elements’ surface, maximum values of fuel and coolant temperature should be observed in “fresh” fuel assembly [7].

Averaged calculation values of irregularity factors of energy release distribution over the fuel assembly height are:
- for eight-tube — 1.28;
- for six-tube — 1.27.

Average value of specific energy release in fuel element’s core for the most stressed eight-tube fuel assembly is 1.093 kW/cm^3 (for six-tube fuel assembly – 0.974 kW/cm^3).
The boiling point \((T_b)\) of coolant is 114.5 °C at the outlet coolant pressure of 1.33 bar. Maximum value of coolant temperature does not exceed 63.4 °C when the coolant of eight-tube fuel assembly is heated up to average 9.4 °C. Maximum values of fuel temperature (82.5 °C), cladding temperature (81.0 °C) and maximum values of heat flux density from fuel elements to coolant — 487 kW/m² (on the surface of the outer fuel element) are achieved in the outer fuel element, which has the highest specific power in fuel assembly. This value of heat flux density is much lower than designed value, which is 800 kW/m².

Figure 1 shows the ONB ratio for the outer fuel element of eight-tube fuel assembly at inlet coolant temperature 45 °C.

![Figure 1. ONB ratio for the outer fuel element of the most stressed eight-tube fuel assembly during the first cycle at inlet coolant temperature 45 °C.](image)

Unlike energy release distribution over “fresh” reactor core, in the real cartograms of fuel loading for IRT-T reactor the amount of “fresh” fuel assemblies generally does not exceed 1-2 pcs. In the irradiated fuel assemblies the burnup lies in the range 5–60 %, thereby, there is not only reduced power in these assemblies but also significantly reduced irregularity factors of energy release. Therefore, in the real cartograms of loading maximum values of heat flux density and fuel temperature are found in “fresh” fuel assemblies with zero burnup.

As an example the cycle was considered which has irradiated fuel assemblies as well as 2 “fresh” ones. Figure 2 shows burnup distribution over reactor cells and designed energy release distribution obtained by means of MCU-PTR software.

![Figure 2. Burnup and energy release (normalized to the average value) distributions over reactor core cells at the beginning of the third cycle.](image)
As in the case of “fresh” reactor core, the maximum values of relative power are ~1.3 and found in “fresh” fuel assemblies with zero burnup, which, in this case, are six-tube assemblies. Azimuth distribution of energy release for the most stressed six-tube fuel assembly is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Radial distributions of energy release for six-tube fuel assembly over different directions (normalized to average value over fuel assembly, count from inner to outer fuel element).

Figure 4 shows distribution of ONB ratio for the outer fuel element of six-tube fuel assembly at inlet coolant temperature 45 °C.

Figure 4. ONB ratio at inlet coolant temperature 45 °C for the outer fuel element of the most stressed six-tube fuel assembly during the 3rd cycle.
The maximum value of specific energy releases in fuel element’s core for six-tube fuel assembly is 2.69 kW/cm³. At inlet coolant temperature 45 °C the maximum value of coolant temperature in given azimuth direction does not exceed 67.2 °C. The outer fuel element has the highest specific power in fuel assembly, therefore, maximum values of fuel temperature (87.4 °C), cladding temperature (85.6 °C) and maximum values of heat flux density from fuel elements to coolant — 538.3 kW/m² are achieved in this outer fuel element.

Coolant ONB ratio is 1.8.

5. Conclusion
This paper describes the method of determination of thermal-physical and energy parameters for IRT-T reactor. The calculation of thermal-physical regimes of fuel elements was carried out during different cartograms of fuel loading. It was shown that at IRT-T reactor rated power (6 MW) temperature regimes of fuel elements keep within the limit values and meet safety requirements of reactor operation. Maximum values of fuel elements’ surface temperature and fuel elements’ cores at 6 MW reactor power does not exceed 86 °C. Maximum coolant heating in the gaps between fuel elements is 15 °C and maximum heat flux density from fuel element’s surface does not exceed 540 kW/m².

One of the reactor safety criteria is that in case of not exceeding the designed value of relative power of the fuel assembly (which is 1.3 in “fresh” fuel assembly) heat flux density in its most stressed area does not exceed 540 kW/m² and ONB ratio is not lower than 1.8.
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